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HelioVolt, which claims to have devised
the fastest, most efficient way to manufac-
ture thin film PV platforms, surfaced with
copper, indium and selenide (CIS), as the
most reliable and best-performing TF
material for generating electricity from
sunlight. HelioVolt’s FASST technology
(field-assisted simultaneous synthesis &
transfer) can also apply CIS coatings to
traditional building materials in custom
shapes, sizes and tints.
The CIS coating looks much like slate, and
can be used in outside cladding for build-
ings including roofing, skylights, and cur-
tain walls, creating a new class of PV con-
struction material not matched by 
silicon. FASST enables architects and 
contractors to use a building’s ‘skin’ to
self-power it, a practice called ‘building-
integrated photovoltaics’ (BIPV) 
NEA partner Arno Penzias, a Nobel-prize-
winning physicist, discovered HelioVolt in
late 2004.“I have real confidence in the
science,” said Penzias.“CIS is the PV gold
standard for replacing silicon”
Another enthusiast of HelioVolt at NEA,
Jimmy Treybig, the founder of Tandem
Computers said:“We’ve all just been wait-
ing for a breakthrough in practicality. Now
HelioVolt has made it.”
HelioVolt’s FASST reduces by as much as
two orders of magnitude the amount of
time needed to create CIS photovoltaic
solar-conversion devices, thus reducing
the heat and energy used. This huge
reduction in the thermal budget required
in manufacturing transforms the net 
energy payback. HelioVolt has been issued
eight patents for FASST so far.
Scott Sandell, NEA General Partner, said:
“The DOE has estimated that as much as
50% of the USA’s electrical power genera-
tion could come from photovoltaics
deployed on roofs and exterior glass in
homes and commercial buildings.”
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$8m for commercial CIS
HelioVolt Corporation closed $8m in a Series
A venture funding in June from New
Enterprise Associates. “We can shorten 
photovoltaic manufacturing time and 
thermal budget by a factor of ten to 100.
This is the first truly practical technology to
enable buildings to produce their own
power.” said Billy J Stanbery, founder and
CEO of HelioVolt and a solar energy pioneer.
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